During the past decade, many researchers focused
of information granulation and computing with gran-19] study the human intelligence and its computational ules [4, 8, 11, 13] . In 1985, Hobbs [3] briefly presented a process. As an effective way of thinking, we typically logic based study of granularity. In this paper, we introfocus on a particular level of abstraction and ignore duce a logic language of granular computing and show irrelevant details. This not only enables us to identhe construction of granular structures for some concrete tify differences between objects in the real world, but granular computing models. also helps us to view different objects as being the Rough set analysis and formal concept analysis are same, if low-level detail is ignored. Granular computtwo concrete models of granular computing for inforing [1, 5, 10, 21, 23, 26, 28, 30, 32, 33] can be seen as a mation representation and data analysis [6, 7, 9, 20, 27] . formal way of modeling this human thinking process. It
Rough set analysis studies relationships between objects is a practical way to perceive complex real world proband their attribute values in an information table. Forlems based on simple computational models. One can mal concept analysis studies the relationships of objects view granular computing from three different angles: a and attributes in a formal context. In spite of their differway of structured thinking, a method of structured probences, they share the same basic notions, such as concept lem solving, and a paradigm of structured information definability, and the process of constructing definable sets of objects and attributes. By extracting the highparticular property of an individual under discussion. level similarities from the two methods, we propose a
The construction of atomic formulas is an essential step logic language 12 as a more general logic approach to of knowledge representation. The set of atomic formugranular computing. las provides a basis on which more complex knowledge The language 12 is an extension of the decision logic can be represented. Compound formulas can be built relanguage used by Pawlak in rough set theory [7] . Instead cursively from atomic formulas by using logic connecof expressing the atomic formulas by a particular con- tives. If ¢ and b are formulas, then so are ( ), (+ A '), crete type of conditions, we treat them as primitive no-(q$ V sb), (b -4~/), and (q +-*).
tions that can be interpreted differently. This flexibility
The semantics of the language 1 is defined in the enables us to describe granules in different applications.
Tarski's style by using the notions of a model and satThe language is interpreted in the Tarski's style through isfiability. The model is a nonempty domain consisting the notion of a model and satisfiability [2, 9, 22, 24, 25] . The model is a nonempty domain consisting of a set of meaning of formulas can be given recursively. For an individuals. The basic granules of the model are repreatomic formula p, we assume that an individual x C M sented by atomic formulas. An individual satisfies a foreither satisfies p or does not satisfy p, but not both. For mula if the individual has the properties as specified by an individual x c M, if it satisfies an atomic formula the formula. The introduction of the language L: brings p, we write x P, otherwise, we write x JK p. The satnew insights into the notion of definability in rough set isfiability of an atomic formula by individuals of M is analysis and formal concept analysis. That is, a granviewed as the knowledge describable by the language ule is definable if there is a formula in the language 1
L. An individual satisfies a formula if the individual has that defines it, and undefinable otherwise. The knowlthe properties as specified by the formula. Let $ and 0 edge representation and data analysis are no longer rebe two formulas, the satisfiability of compound formulas stricted to an information table or a formal context. One is defined as follows:
can directly work on relations between objects and their (1).
properties by addressing them with basic granules. By using the language L, we can formally define (2).
x 1= b A X iff x l X and x l granules in the model M. We can construct two types (3). [7, 24] . In this paper, granular computing by adopting and modifying the dewe treat atomic formulas as a primitive notion. Many cision logic language used in rough set theory [7, 24] .
concrete examples of this language can be obtained by specific definitions of atomic formulas. 
That is, m(X) is the set of individuals satisfying the * hierarchical structure of a web of granules. formula 9. This establishes a correspondence between logic connectives and set-theoretic operators. The fol-
The language enables us to study such structures in lowing properties hold [7] : logic terms. in rough set analysis [6, 7, 9] . By using the logic lan- Therefore, we can study granular structures of M through the language L. A granular structure at least In this way, the language L only enables us to define cercontains three basic components [26, 28]: tain subsets of M. For an arbitrary subset of M, we may * internal structure of a granule; not be able to construct a formula for it. In other words, depending on the set of atomic formulas, the language * collective structure of a family of granules; L can only describe a restricted family of subsets of M. The three components as a whole is referred to as a to a certain level of abstraction and collectively show a granular structure. Based on different relations between certain structure. The collective structures are related to granules, there are two ways to construct a granular granules in other levels. structure. One is constructed by a top-down process, we call it an f-closure granular structure. The other is conWe can classify granules by the number of atomic structed by a bottom-up process, we call it an U-closure formulas in their intensions. In the sub-language granular structure.
CA ( could be an order relation [26] interpreted as "more gen-
The process of constructing an U-closure granular eral than" or "more specific than". structure is a bottom-up process, which involves the proGranules in different levels are linked by the order recess of forming a larger and higher level granule with lations and operations on granules. A higher level consmaller and lower level granules. At the bottom level, tains granules that are ordered before granules in a lower a most specific granule is labeled by the formula T ', level, and granules in a lower level are ordered after which is not satisfied by any individual. The upper level granules in a higher level. Granules in a higher level can are the elementary granules labeled by atomic formulas. be decomposed into many smaller granules with more The unions of two elementary granules produce the updetail in a lower level, and conversely granules in a lower per level of granules labeled by the disjunction of the level can form more abstract larger granules in a higher two atomic formulas, and so on. Finally, at the top level, level. The language for standard rough set theory [6, 7, 9] A language can be defined based on the relational struccorresponds to the atomic formula (a, =, v). 
